denoted by r-cl(VF) and r-int(VF), respectively. W C X is said to be preopen [6] if W C r-int(r-cl(VF)). While, the semi-openness consept was given by W C r-cl(r-int(VF)) [5] . The family of all preopen (resp. semi-open) sets in (X, r) will be denoted as usual by PO(X,T) (resp. SO(X, r)). But for any point pel, PO(X,p) = {W G PO(X,T) : p G W}. The class
PO(X,P)
and all of its super sets is the usual preneighbourhood system of p and will be denoted by pre-iV(p). A complement of a preopen set is preclosed [6] , equivalently, r-cl(r-int(W r )) C W. Therefore [3] the preclosure operator of any W C X is denoted by precl(V^), and it is the intersection of all preclosed sets containes W. The authors in [13] denoted the class T q , with respect to (X, r) which contains the sets having both properties of semi-and preopenness. In (X,R), W C X is called a-set, if W C r-int(r-cl(r-int(VF")) as in [9] . A function / : (X, T) -> (Y, A) is preirresolute [13] if the inverse image of each preopen in (Y, a) is preopen in (X, r). Preirresoluteness of / is equivalent with /(precl(A)) C precl(/(A)), for each A C X and prec¡(/^(B)) C f' 1 (precl(B) ) for each B C Ydrop(X). Following Popa [11] et al. a multifunction F : (X, r) -> (F, a) is said to be upper-preirresolute (resp. lower-preirresolute) at a point p G X if for each
If F is upper-preirresolute (resp. lower-preirresolute) at all points of its domain, then it is called upper-preirresolute (resp. lower-preirresolute). But F : (X, r) -> (y, <r) is strongly lower (resp. strongly upper) [10] semicontinuous, if for any B C Y, F~(B) € r (resp. F + (B) 6 r) A space (X, r) is said to be strongly compact [7] if every preopen cover of X admits a finite subcover. While, in (X, r) any W C X is called a-paracompact [14] if every of its open cover has an X-open X-locally finite retinement which covers W. Therefore, F : (X, r) -• (F, a) is punctually a-paracompact [12] (punctually a -p-regular [11] ) if for each p € X, F(p) is a-paracompact (a -p-regular). A subset If of a space (X, r) is a -p-regular, if for any p G W and any preopen set H containing p, there exists U G T such that
Characterizations
Several characterizations of upper and lower-preirresoluteness have been given in [11] and we show a bit more. 
Preopenness of
which is open and contains in U with
Although the mentioned statements (i)-(iv) in the next theorem are studied in [11] separately in both upper and lower-preirresoluteness, they will be investigated here, together with others more general. Namely we have:
By the meaning of preclosure of any set as the above lemma shows.
(v)->(vi): From the relation between preclosure (resp. upper) with preinterior (resp. lower) of any set (resp. multifunction).
(vi)-+(vii): Let p G X and N G pre-N(F(p) ).
Then there exists W* G PO (Y,a) such that F(p) Ç W* Ç N. Since, W is also preopen with (N) n F~(W). Hence the conclusion follows. 
F is upper (resp. lower) preirresolute.
Proof. Here, the proof will be given with respect to the lower-preirresolute (the upper one follows similarily).
(i)->(ii), (ii)-^(iii), and (iii)->(iv) have been investigated in [11]. (iv)<->(v): Follows directly by preclosedness of F + (W). (v)->(i): Take any p G X and any W G PO(Y, a) such that F(p)nW # <j>.
By hypothesis, F~(W) is a preopen set containing p. Taking H = F~(W), the result follows directly and this complete the proof. 
(i) F is lower preirresolute. (ii) F(T-cl(T-mt(H))) C F(H), for each H G PO(X,T). (iii) f(precl(^)) C F(H), for each H G PO(X,T).

Proof. (i)<->-(ii): By the equivalence of (i) and (v) of the above theorem and by considering W = F(H).
(ii)-•(iii): Since precl(if) = H U (r-cl(r-int(.ff))) [1] , hence the required hold.
(
iii)-»(i): Take p G X and any W G PO{Y,a) having F(p) n W ± <f>. Then p e F~(W). By hypothesis, F(precI(F+(y-W)) C F(F+(Y-W)) C Y -W. Therefore, precl(F+(y -W)) C F+(Y -W). This shows that (F + (Y -W)) is preclosed set in (X, r) what in turn implies that F~(W) G
PO(X,CT).
Putting H = F~(W), H G PO(X,P)
and F(H) n W ± for every h G H. Hence F is lower preirresolute. Now we shall present two characterizations of upper and lower-preirresoluteness via the preclosure multifunction which is denoted by (precl F) 
: (X,T) ->• (Y,A) for any multifunction F : (X,T) ->• (Y,A) and defined as
Two next Theorems are formulated in [11] , and we oifer their proofs.
LEMMA 2 [11]. Let F : (X, r) -• (Y, a) be a punctually a-paracompact and punctually a -p-regular-multifunction. Then, (precl i r ') + (iy) = F+iW) for every W G PO(X,a).
THEOREM 5. If F : (X,r) (Y,cr) is both punctually a-paracompact and punctually a -p-regular-multifunction. Then it is upper-preirresolute iff (precl F^ : (X,r) -»• (Y,cr) is so.
Proof. Take any p G X and (precl F)(p) C We PO (Y,a) . By Lemma 2. p G F + (W) and the upper-preirresoluteness of F means that, there is H G PO(X,p) with F(H) C W. But for any h G H which is both aparacompact and a -p-regular, Lemma (3.2) in [11] gives that there exists T) be such that 
By hypothesis of (preclF) there exists H £ PO(X,p) such that for every h £ H, (prec^-ff^nW ^ <f> for every h £ H. Hence F is a lower-preirresolute.
Other properties
THEOREM 7. The composition of two lower (resp. upper) preirresolute multifunction is so as well.
Proof. Let F : (X,T) -»• (Y,<r) and F*(Y,a) -»• (Z,S) be two lowerpreirresolute multifunctions and W £ PO(Z, 6). Observe that (F*oF)(W) = F(F*(W)) £ PO(X,T)
(see Theorem (3.4) in [11] ). Hence, (F*oF) is lowerpreirresolute. The upper-one is satisfies by a similar argument.
These equivalencies throughout the previous theorem help to establish the following connection between three types of multifunctions. . Upper-preirresoluteness of F means that there exists H £ PO{X,p) and F{H) C W\, such that p £ H C r-int(r-cl(ii)) C r-int(r-cl(i r ' + (Tyi))). As was chosen arbitrary in F+(Wi), then it follows that C r-int(r-cl(.F + (Wi))) i.e. f+(Wi) €
PO(X,T).
Since F is strongly lower-semicontinuous, then ^"(^2) £ R and therefore .F + (Wi) fl F~(W2) is preopen in (X, r). Hence F is preirresolute. The next results may be considered as a strengthening one direction of Theorems (3.7) and (3.8) in [11] . LEMMA 4 [8] . If W £ PO(X,T) and The following theorem is an improvement in the second direction of Theorems (3.7) and (3.8) in [11] .
Then V G
PO(X,T).
THEOREM 10. Assume that X = \J ieI Gi, Gi G PO (X,T) for
each i G I and a multifunction F : (X,T) -»• (Y,A) is such that the restriction F/Gi : (Gi,r/Gi) -> (Y,o), i G / are upper (resp. lower) preirresolute. Then F is upper (resp. lower) preirresolute.
Proof. We will present the proof for the lower-case, while for the upper-one it follows similarily. Let p G X and W G PO(X, T) be such that F(p) n W ± (f>. Then there is i G I, such that p G Gi. Since F(p) = (F/Gi)(p), this gives (F/G{)(p) fl W ^ <j). By lower-preirresoluteness of F/Gi, there exists H G PO (Gi,p) having (F/Gi)(h) n W f <f> for each h G H. The above lemma shows that H G PO(X, T) and so F(h) n W ^ (F> for every h G H. Hence F is lower-preirresolute.
As a consequence of Theorems 9 and 10 the following equivalence will be established. Proof. It follows by above Theorems 9 and 10 and the fact that T 01 = SO(X, r)fl PO(X,T) due to Reilly and Vamanamurthy [13] . (X,T) and let S C H.
Then S G PO(X, r) iff S G PO(H, T/H).
The next result is considered as a corollary of the above theorem and its proof is clear by the previously Lemma 6. 
